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This long-trusted text features an interdisciplinary, cross-cultural, and contextual perspective
on advancement. Applications to psychology, healthcare, social work, education, and family
members dynamics make this an ideal publication for classes with a combined inhabitants of
majors. Continuing the hallmark diversity insurance of the prior nine editions, Crandell et al
once more do an incomparable job examining populations at risk and explaining how they
experience development and just why their experience differs. And now with Connect
Lifespan with Milestones , Through Milestones video and assessment plan, Connect brings the
training course material to life, so your students can witness development as it unfolds. --This
text refers to the Printed Access Code edition. With an increase of than 1000 brand-new
references, the 10th edition has been up to date throughout to reflect the most recent
information available in human development.
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Book arrived as mentioned and in good shape. I honestly cannot say a single positive thing
concerning this text except that it came in great condition and it shipped fast. Also don't have
to worry about it being damaged or lost. Five Stars The book is outdated however has
insightful information regarding life span and development! Five Stars Great condition
Excellent choice! I desire I had finished the first course. Book was as described Book while
described. It gets the points across, not in a super interesting way. The design leaves
something to become desired and the info is shown in a pretentious way that does not
encourage dialogue or interest in my opinion. Excellent book for on-line learners This book
was my first textbook for a class with Capella University in Human Services. The details and
assets in the book were superb for my individual analysis. The authors obviously divided the
info in chapters by stage of life and provided well-created vocabulary and overview sections.
Kudos to the authors and publisher.. Five Stars Exactly what I needed and fast delivery!it was a
great resource for my class and an essential read on human development period. The up-to-
date information was an enormous asset and I enjoyed "studying" for my course work. How
big is the paperback may be just a little intimidating, but its photos, charts, and comprehensive
columns were invaluable!!. Great resource for any professor or college student studying
human services or human development!! Economy learning.I Hate It. I didn't miss any
assignments. Very reasonable way to go through college.. I've used the same course before
with a different text. It took a few days to get used to using an e-reader, but once I acquired
the hang of it it's been great. An easy task to study on the go rather than bulky to use.
Normally, I wouldn't browse it unless it's to pass the course I'm taking. Ehh We didn't enjoy
reading it, but had to for a program.
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